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FIGHTING BACK

Key features
• A relevant, topical and newsworthy biography of Fury; the
famous fighter’s star is once again ascending in the world
heavyweight division

FIGHTING
BACK
T H E T Y S O N F U RY S T O RY

• Revolves around sporting and societal issues of drugs,
alcohol abuse, depression and suicide
• The story of a fighting man’s triumph over his many
demons
• Written by Matt Bozeat, author of The Anthony Joshua
Files, and respected boxing journalist for Boxing News,
Boxing Monthly, Sky Sports, BT Sport and Channel Five
• Colour photo section to tie in with the text
• Publicity campaign planned including radio, newspapers,
websites and magazines

Description
Fighting Back is the story of a different kind of boxing superstar – a hero for winning his battles outside as well as inside the ring.When he
outpointed Wladimir Klitschko, on one of the greatest nights in British boxing history,Tyson Fury sat on top of the world. But ‘The Gypsy
King’soon discovered that being heavyweight champion wasn’t all he had imagined. His own demons would prove harder to conquer than
Klitschko. In the following months,Tyson drank and ate to excess, took drugs and contemplated suicide. He seemed destined for an early
grave. But, with the help of his family, Fury dealt with his issues and launched a boxing comeback – after shedding an incredible ten stones
in weight! Fury eased back with a couple of straightforward wins.Then, in what appeared a foolhardy, if very brave, move, he challenged
unbeaten KO specialist Deontay Wilder for the WBC heavyweight championship in Los Angeles.The humour-laden, heart-wrenching,
inspirational story of a boxer who conquered the world, lost everything – and then got it back.
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